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Abstract
Photon recycling mechanisms in single junction thin-film GaAs solar cells are evaluated in this study. Modelling supported by experimentally obtained results is used in order to correlate the reflectance of the cell’s rear layers, the photon recycling probability, and the solar cell performance. Solar cells with different top and bottom metalization configurations are produced, and their performance is analyzed from the optical and electrical point of view. It is shown that the photon recycling probability increases with the rear mirror reflectance and solar cell thickness, which results in the increase of the devices open circuit voltage. However, the front grid coverage, usually disregarded in rear mirror focused studies, strongly reduces the photon recycling probability. Furthermore, perimeter and interface recombination hinder the internal radiative efficiency of the solar cells, preventing further increase of the devices’ open circuit voltage as a result of improvements of the rear mirror reflectivity. In order to exploit the significant benefit of increased photon recycling probability to the solar cell performance, these limiting mechanisms need to be properly addressed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, thin-film single junction GaAs solar cells have surpassed the performance of similar structures processed on the growth substrate, and their world record efficiencies presented an absolute increase of 3%.1,2 When comparing single junction GaAs solar cells in the thin-film or wafer-based designs, the advantages of the wafer-based architecture are mainly the more mature and quick processing route. The thin-film architecture presents as main advantages the reduced weight and potential of reduced costs with the removal and reuse of the wafer,3-5 possibility of utilizing thinner epilayers with the application of a back reflector that increases the light optical path6-8, increased resilience to particle irradiation for space application due to the reduced thickness,9,10 bendability,11-14 and increased photon recycling due to reflectance of emitted photons.15-19

In 2012, Miller et al.15 showed that, with the application of a high quality back reflector, thin-film GaAs solar cells have the potential to reach efficiencies close to their theoretical limit. In the same study, it was shown that the rear reflectance has a direct impact on the solar cell parameters, most drastically affecting the open circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$), due to a more efficient re-absorption of radiatively emitted photons. Since then, multiple studies have been conducted towards
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increasing photon recycling in thin-film solar cells, most of which present high quality crystal structures and efficiencies close to 25%.\textsuperscript{10,17-24} The main direction is to increase the reflectivity at the rear side, generally resulting in an increase of the devices’ $V_{oc}$. In most of these studies, however, the achieved $V_{oc}$ values are well below the expected, often not surpassing 1080 mV.

Initially reported thin-film III-V solar cells typically had highly doped GaAs rear contact layers and fully metallized rear sides.\textsuperscript{2,25-28} However, recent studies\textsuperscript{19,22} have demonstrated that the reflectance at the rear side of the cells can be significantly increased if the GaAs contact layers are partially removed and replaced by a suitable dielectric layer (such as ZnS) before the final rear side metallization is applied. In this approach, the locally remaining rear-contact areas guarantee a low series resistance contact of the device. The reflectance increases if the rear contact coverage ($C_r$) is reduced and replaced by a superior mirror structure. As a result, the photon recycling increases, showing the onset of the theoretically predicted superlinear increase of $V_{oc}$\textsuperscript{15,22} However, for $C_r = 10\%$ and below, multiple studies reported a strong decrease in the Fill Factor (FF) of the cells due to an increased lateral resistance,\textsuperscript{19,22} limiting the possibilities for further efficiency improvement with this approach.

In the present study, the technique to apply a pattern to the rear contact was further elaborated, and working devices with rear side coverage as low as 1.5% were produced. Furthermore, we identify the cause for the shortfall in the achieved $V_{oc}$ with respect to the expected value, by evaluating different design strategies for photon recycling based on theoretical modeling and experiments. Using this approach, we demonstrate that for high quality GaAs, it is typically the perimeter and hetero-interface recombination that hinder the theoretically predicted increase in the open circuit voltage of the cells. If not properly addressed, these limiting mechanisms will prevent the benefits of an optimized rear contact and consequently the possibility to fully exploit the increased photon recycling probability.

## 2 | METHODS

In order to determine the relation between the reflectance of the rear layers of the cells, total photon recycling and device performance, an approach using model simulations combined with experimental analysis of various cell geometries is applied. Firstly, the optical performance of solar cells with different back mirror reflectances are studied, and the probability of photon recycling in these cells is calculated.\textsuperscript{17} For that, two solar cell structures, here called structures A and B, with a standard deep-junction (DJ) geometry and GaAs as contact layer are processed into thin-film cells with differently patterned rear contacts. Several aspects are optimized in a third structure, referred to as structure C, aiming to pair the model predictions with the experimental results. Subsequently, an electrical model\textsuperscript{16,29,30} is used in order to determine the recombination mechanisms that are dominating the operation of the solar cells.

All solar cell structures used in this study were grown by low-pressure MOCVD on 2 inch diameter GaAs wafers with (1 0 0) 2° off to (1 1 0) orientation. A general schematic depiction of the used solar cell structures and main parameters is shown in Figure 1A, and the various interfaces studied are represented in Figure 1B. All structures have a thick n-doped emitter ($x_E = 1685$ nm for A and B, and 2000 nm for C), and a thin p-doped base ($x_B = 100$ nm for all). Two passivating
layers, a 20 nm AlInP window and a 100 nm InGaP back surface field (BSF), were grown enclosing the active layers, in order to repel the minority carriers and reduce surface recombination. The outer top and bottom layers of the devices consist of highly doped contact layers that provide low resistance ohmic contact to the metallized parts of the cell. For all structures, the top contact layer consists of 300 nm n-GaAs. For the bottom contact layer, 100 nm GaAs was applied for the fraction of Al that provide low resistance ohmic contact to the metallized parts of the device. For all structures, the top contact layer consists of 300 nm n-GaAs. Details of the layer structures are depicted in Table 1. An AlInGaP etch-stop layer is grown before all solar cell structures in order to stop the etching during the removal of the substrate.

For all structures, the substrate was removed with an aqueous citric acid and hydrogen peroxide solution (5:1 in volume) and the etch-stop layer was removed with HCl 37%. Using photolithography, the resulting 2-inch diameter thin-films had four different patterns applied to the rear side, one for each quadrant for structures A and B, and two different patterns, one for each half of structure C, using a technique described in a previous work. At each film, one section was fully protected with photoresist, that is, the rear surface coverage (C_r) is 100%, while the other sections were partly covered using a regular array of 20 μm radius disc-shaped contact points. By varying the pitch distance between the contact points, rear surface coverages between 20% and 1.5% were realized for the different segments of the thin-film samples. Subsequently, for structures A and B the GaAs rear contact layer in between the contact points was etched away using an ammonia:hydrogen peroxide solution and 60 nm of ZnS was thermally evaporated in the etched areas, before the removal of the photoresist. For structure C, the patterning was applied and ZnS was deposited without the removal of the AlGaAs contact layer. The rear side processing of the structures was completed by the removal of the photoresist and evaporation of a 200 nm thick Au rear contact / mirror layer over the entire surface of all structures and application of copper foils that acts as conductive foreign carrier.

Using e-beam evaporation, the front side of the thin films were equipped with either 200 nm (structures A and B) or 100 nm (structure C) thick Al grid contacts. Subsequently, individual cells were defined by a MESA etch using an ammonia:hydrogen peroxide solution for the GaAs layers and an HBr:Br2:H2O solution for the phosphide layers. The cells are 1.0 cm×0.5 cm with a front grid coverage (C_f) of 16.6 %. Besides these smaller cells, structure C also includes cells that have 1.0×1.0 cm^2 with C_f = 8%. For all cells, the top n-GaAs contact layer in between the grid fingers was removed also using an ammonia:hydrogen peroxide solution. Finally, a thermally evaporated ZnS/MgF2 (44/94 nm) antireflection coating (ARC) was applied to all cells. Note that the high doping levels of the contact layers allow for low resistivity Ohmic contacts without the need to anneal the thin-film cells. Using the Transfer Length Method (TLM), contact resistivity values were obtained of 6×10^-5Ωcm^2 for the p-AlGaAs contact layer of structure C and <2×10^-3Ωcm^2 for all other (GaAs-based) contact layers.

Illuminated and dark J − V characterization of the solar cells were performed using an ABET Technologies Sun 2000 Class AAA solar simulator set-up, equipped with a Keithley 2601B source meter, and ReRa Tracer3 software for data acquisition. The solar cells were kept at 25°C during measurement using a heating/cooling water thermostat and a Pt100 temperature sensor. The light intensity was set and corrected using an NREL calibrated reference cell before each measurement series. Because at higher voltages the series resistances cause the dark curve to bend downwards, a set of J_sc−V_oc data points measured under different light intensities was used in the dark characteristics analysis, as the series resistance is excluded under these conditions. External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) measurements were performed with a ReRa

**TABLE 1** Layer composition of the epi-layers of the fabricated solar cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness (nm)</th>
<th>Dopant concentration (cm^-3)</th>
<th>Dopant type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>n-type contact (1)</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.3×10^19</td>
<td>Te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n-type contact (2)</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>5.0×10^18</td>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window</td>
<td>AlInP</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.0×10^17</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emitter</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>1685</td>
<td>2.0×10^17</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.0×10^18</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSF</td>
<td>InGaP</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.0×10^17</td>
<td>Zn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-type contact</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.0×10^19</td>
<td>Zn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>n-type contact (1)</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.3×10^19</td>
<td>Te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n-type contact (2)</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>5.0×10^18</td>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window</td>
<td>AlInP</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.0×10^17</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emitter</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2.0×10^17</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.0×10^18</td>
<td>Zn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSF</td>
<td>InGaP</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5.0×10^17</td>
<td>Zn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-type contact (1)</td>
<td>Al_{0.3}GaAs</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>1.0×10^18</td>
<td>Zn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p-type contact (2)</td>
<td>Al_{0.1}GaAs</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.0×10^18</td>
<td>Zn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE 2  Reflectance maps of the different interfaces evaluated: (A) the internal top reflectance of a region with ARC, (B) the internal top reflectance of a region underneath the metal contacts, and the internal bottom reflectance in solar cells with (C) a 100 nm GaAs contact layer, (D) contact layer replaced with a 60 nm ZnS layer, (E) a 150 nm AlGaAs contact layer, and (F) a 150 nm AlGaAs contact layer with 60 nm ZnS. The reflectance intensity scale is valid for all maps, and the black peak represents the calculated GaAs emission distribution [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
sections of the cells studied in this work (see schematic representation in Figure 1B). For reference, the calculated spontaneous radiative emission distribution of GaAs is also highlighted. For the wavelength range of interest, the front reflectance of the open cell areas (R_{ARC}, Figure 2A) is high (>95%) for angles of incidence larger than the escape cone (≈16°), and the low reflectance of light at wavelengths below 500 nm is associated with absorption in the window layer. Underneath the grid contacts, on the other hand, the front reflectance (R_{grid}, Figure 2B) is considerably lower, due to the high absorption of the n-GaAs contact layer. Four different structures for the rear interfaces were simulated: a structure containing a 100 nm GaAs contact layer (R_{GaAs}, Figure 2C), representative of C_{r} = 100%; a structure from which the contact layer was removed and 60 nm ZnS deposited in its place (R_{ZnS}, Figure 2D), representative of C_{r} = 0; a structure with a 150 nm AlGaAs as contact layer (R_{AlGaAs}, Figure 2E); a structure with a 150 nm AlGaAs and 60 nm ZnS deposited on top (R_{AlGaAs} + ZnS, Figure 2F). All simulated structures have Au as rear contact and/or mirror. For photons in the wavelength range of GaAs spontaneous emission, R_{ZnS}, R_{AlGaAs}, and R_{AlGaAs} + ZnS are higher than R_{GaAs}, for virtually all angles of incidence. AlGaAs is a material with higher bandgap than GaAs, and therefore does not absorb photons with wavelengths close to that of the GaAs emission. However, the fabrication of AlGaAs layers with doping levels high enough to provide a low ohmic contact resistance without annealing, similar to that of GaAs, is difficult, and therefore not always applied.

The calculated f_{PR} using Equation (1) for solar cells as a function of R_{r} for a range of active layer thicknesses are presented in Figure 3A. In these calculations, R_{r} is taken as shown in Figure 2A (disregarding losses in the front contact), and R_{c} is considered to be a constant value, independent of photon energy or angle of incidence. For cells with a perfect mirror (R_{r} = 100%), all radiative losses represent photons being absorbed in or escaping through the front layers. Thicker devices are less dependent on the reflectances of the interfaces, as denoted by their less steep curve. This highlights the importance of an optimized optical design in the development of thin and ultra-thin solar cells.6,9,28

In order to estimate the total photon recycling factor of the studied solar cells, the f_{PR} was initially calculated for each rear interface separately, considering R_{r} of both the open cell areas (f_{PR(ARC)}), and the solar cell regions underneath the grid (f_{PR(grid)}). Subsequently, the photon recycling of devices with a single rear mirror structure (f_{PR(R_{r})}) is determined taking the front grid into account by:

\[
f_{PR(R_{r})} = C_{r} \times f_{PR(grid)} + (1 - C_{r}) \times f_{PR(ARC)}. \tag{2}
\]

calculated separately for the different rear mirror configuration. For the patterned solar cells, the resulting photon recycling factor (f_{PR(device)}) is considered to be the weighted average of the f_{PR(R_{r})} of the different regions making up the cell structures. Therefore:

\[
f_{PR(device)} = C_{r} \times f_{PR(GaAs)} + (1 - C_{r}) \times f_{PR(ZnS)}. \tag{3a}
\]

for cells from epi-structures A and B, or
\[
\text{f}_{\text{PR(device)}} = C_r \times \text{f}_{\text{PR(AlGaAs)}} + (1 - C_r) \times \text{f}_{\text{PR(AlGaAs + ZnS)}},
\]

for cells from epi-structure C.

Figure 3B depicts \(f_{\text{PR}}\) as a function of \(C_r\), calculated as in Equations (2) and (3a), with the thickness of the active layers of structures A and B. Two different front configurations are considered for the determination of \(R_f\): the applied grid with \(C_f = 16.6\%\) (solid lines) and an optimized low front contact coverage of \(C_f = 1.5\%\) (dashed lines). It is shown that, for the epi-structures A and B (red lines), the maximum \(f_{\text{PR}}\) to be reached with low coverage front contacts and Au rear contact is of 95.3%, approximately 2.2% absolute increase as compared to the non-patterned cells (\(C_r = 100\%\)). For the cells with \(C_r = 16.6\%\), there is an overall reduction in photon recycling of approximately 1.4% absolute, identifying the front contact grid coverage as an important limiting factor to the cells' optical quality. Furthermore, higher photon recycling values can theoretically be obtained by applying other metals or contact layer materials, as it is also depicted in the picture for the case of AlGaAs as rear contact layer (blue lines) and Ag as rear contact and/or mirror.

Interestingly, according to these calculations, the patterning does not improve the photon recycling factor of solar cells with AlGaAs as contact layer, and in fact it decreases up to \(\approx 1.0\%\) points for \(C_r = 0\) as compared to \(C_r = 100\%\). The main reason for that is that ZnS is moderately absorbing at higher angles of incidence, as can be seen in the reflectance map of Figure 2C, and in more detail for \(\lambda = 870\) nm in Figure 4. Although \(R_{\text{ZnS}}\) and \(R_{\text{AlGaAs + ZnS}}\) are higher than \(R_{\text{AlGaAs}}\) for normal incident photons, they are lower when averaged for all angles of incidence, and therefore \(f_{\text{PR}}\) decreases with the patterning.

**Figure 3B** Photon recycling factor as a function of (A) the rear contact reflectivity for solar cells with different active layer thicknesses and (B) the rear contact coverage of solar cells with different materials for p-contact layer and mirror [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

**Figure 4** Calculated angle-dependent reflectance of the four studied bottom layer structures for \(\lambda = 870\) nm [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

### 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to circumvent the limitation of previously reported rear contact patterning approaches, a smaller pattern for the rear contact consisting of 20 \(\mu\)m radius discs was developed and applied to the rear of solar cells from epi-structures A and B. In this manner, the distance between contact spots was reduced significantly, as shown in the photographs of Figure 5, allowing the production of cells with very low \(C_r\).
In the photographs taken under inclined illumination (top row of Figure 5), it is possible to visualize the contact spots, which are hard to be observed in the electroluminescence images (bottom row of Figure 5) due to the small distance between them. The illuminated $J - V$ parameters of the best performing cells from structures A and B, as shown in Table 2, indicate that applying these small radius contact points the FF of the cells do not show a sudden large drop at $C_r = 10\%$. Even for cells with $C_r$ as low as 3\% the FF is only less than 1\% point lower than for the reference cells ($C_r = 100\%$), while for the more extreme case of $C_r = 1.5\%$ the FF is less than 3\% points lower.

Based on the modeling results, cells from epi-structures C were designed to strengthen the photon recycling mechanisms. Therefore, they were fabricated with a thicker emitter and using AlGaAs as rear contact layer. Moreover, in order to reduce the perimeter recombination, the devices produced from structure C included cells with a larger area ($1.0 \times 1.0 \text{cm}^2$), yielding a reduced front coverage of $C_f = 8\%$. The increased cell size reduces the number of cells that can be produced from this epi-structure, and therefore only two rear contact patterns were applied to the structure, with $C_r = 100\%$ and $C_r = 10\%$. Since the simulations show negligible difference between $R_{ZnS}$ and $R_{AlGaAs + ZnS}$ in the wavelength range of GaAs emission, the produced solar cells from epi-structure C had ZnS locally deposited on top of the contact layer, as opposed to replacing it, in order to avoid an unnecessary etching step.

The measured specular reflectance of the two $1.0 \times 1.0 \text{cm}^2$ cells processed from structure C are shown in Figure 6. For the light with wavelength just above the GaAs band cut-off, the patterning (i.e., local rear contacting) in fact increases the reflectance at normal incidence. However, the illuminated $J - V$ parameters from these cells, summarized in Table 2, show that, as expected from the photon recycling calculations, the $V_{oc}$ values of both cells are quite similar, confirming that there is no optical benefit in applying a pattern to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$C_r$ [%]</th>
<th>$V_{oc}$ (mV)</th>
<th>$J_{sc}$ (mA/cm$^2$)</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>$\eta$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure A</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1058.8</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>85.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1063.5</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>84.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1068.4</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>84.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1069.7</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>84.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure B</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1062.2</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>84.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1067.3</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>84.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1069.5</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>84.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1071.0</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>82.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure C</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1073.8</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>82.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 \times 0.5 \text{ cm}^2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1074.8</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>85.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure C</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1078.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>72.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 \times 1.0 \text{ cm}^2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1076.7</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>75.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While Figure 7 (which is the average of the cells from structures A and B), Using constant values for \( f_{PR} \) and \( f_{esc} \) varies greatly depending on growth and processing conditions. The markers represent the \( V_{oc} \) values related to their calculated \( f_{PR} \), for the 0.5 × 0.5 cm\(^2\) cells from structures A (blue squares), B (red triangles) and C (green circles), and the 1.0 × 1.0 cm\(^2\) cells from structure C (purple diamonds) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

For a first order comparison, the experimental \( V_{oc} \) values of cells fabricated from the epi-structures A, B, and C together with their calculated \( f_{PR} \) values are also included in Figure 7. Even though the theoretical trend neglects the slight variations of \( V_{db} \) and \( f_{esc} \) for the different structures, the comparison with the experimental data provides a good indication of the range of the devices internal radiative efficiency. Most of these cells have \( \eta_{int} \) values in between 80% and 90%, which means that, aside from rear mirror reflectance, there are other aspects that need to be optimized in order to take advantage of the \( V_{oc} \) enhancement offered by photon recycling.

The analysis of the solar cells dark curves allows us to gauge the overall quality of the devices. Solar cells in the dark under forward bias are generally analyzed as two diodes in parallel, expressed by:

\[
J_{dark} = J_{01} \left( e^{\frac{V_{oc} + R_s}{n_1 k_B T}} - 1 \right) + J_{02} \left( e^{\frac{V_{oc} + R_s}{n_2 k_B T}} - 1 \right) + \frac{V + J R_s}{R_{sh}},
\]

where \( J_{01} \) and \( J_{02} \) are the saturation current densities of the 1kT and 2kT components, respectively. In this equation, \( q \) is the electron charge, \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant, \( T \) is the temperature, and \( R_s \) and \( R_{sh} \) are the parasitic shunt and series resistances, respectively. The evaluated solar cells have sufficiently large \( R_{sh} \) (at least \( 1 \times 10^8 \Omega \ cm^2 \)) so there is no visible effect in the dark curves, and therefore the term \( (V + J R_s)/R_{sh} \) can be disregarded. The possible effects of \( R_s \) in the curves are circumvented by the use of \( J_{01} \) - \( V_{oc} \) data under different light intensities. The extracted parameters from the fit of Equation (6) to the measured dark curves for the different cell geometries are shown in Table 3.

\( J_{02} \) represents the nonradiative recombination that takes place predominantly in the space charge region \( (J_{02,SCR}) \) and at the perimeter \( (J_{02,perim}) \) of the cell and is given as \( J_{02} = J_{02,SCR} + J_{02,perim} \), with \( J_{02,SCR} \) estimated as:

\[
J_{02,SCR} = \frac{q W n^2}{\sqrt{\tau n}}
\]

![FIGURE 7](image-url)

**FIGURE 7**  Open circuit voltage as a function of the photon recycling factor for different internal radiative efficiency values. The markers represent the \( V_{oc} \) values related to their calculated \( f_{PR} \), for the 0.5 × 0.5 cm\(^2\) cells from structures A (blue squares), B (red triangles) and C (green circles), and the 1.0 × 1.0 cm\(^2\) cells from structure C (purple diamonds) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
At higher voltages, on the other hand, the dark curve is dominated by $J_{01}$, which arises from the recombination of minority carriers in the quasi neutral regions (QNR) and at the front and rear interfaces.\textsuperscript{36-38} For cells where defect-assisted recombination is negligible, and carriers diffusion length is much larger than the QNRs thickness, that is, bulk recombination is negligible with respect to the surface recombination, $J_{01}$ can be approximated as the sum of a surface-limited diffusion component ($J_{0,\text{diff}}$) and a radiative recombination component ($J_{0,\text{rad}}$) as given as:\textsuperscript{20}

$$J_{0,\text{diff}} = \frac{qD_p n^2_p}{N_D} S_p D_p + \frac{qD_n n^2_n}{N_A} S_n D_n + \frac{qD_n n^2_n}{S_n d_{\text{diff}} + D_n}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8a)

and

$$J_{0,\text{rad}} = q(x_p + x_n) n^2 B(1 - f_{\text{PR}}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (8b)

The diffusion coefficient $D_{\text{pol}}$ of the devices were calculated according to the empirical model described by Sotoodeh et al.,\textsuperscript{29} and the minority carriers’ lifetimes $\tau_p$ and $\tau_n$ were defined as:\textsuperscript{16}

$$\frac{1}{\tau_{\text{pol}}^{\text{n}}(\text{rad})} = \frac{1 - f_{\text{PR}}}{\tau_{\text{pol}}^{\text{n}}(\text{rad})} + \frac{1}{\tau_{\text{pol}}^{\text{n}}(\text{SRH})},$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where the subscripts $\text{rad}$ and $\text{SRH}$ indicate the radiative and Shockley-Read-Hall recombination lifetimes, respectively. SRH lifetime is estimated according to the doping-dependent empirical model from Lumb et al.,\textsuperscript{16} while radiative lifetime is defined as $\tau^{\text{pol,rad}}_0 = 1/BN_{\text{DAX}}$, with $N_{\text{DAX}}$ being the emitter (base) doping. For thermodynamic consistency, the radiative recombination rate coefficient $B$ was calculated by integrating the spontaneous emission rate associated with the GaAs optical data used in the other calculations and is found to be $6.22 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^3$/s. The use of these theoretical lifetimes and mobilities provides a good match to the solar cells external quantum efficiencies. The top and bottom interface recombination velocities ($S_p$ and $S_n$, respectively) in Equation (8a) are fitted based on the experimentally extracted $J_{01}$. For cells with the DJ geometry, the dark current is found to be largely influenced by small changes in $S_n$, while it is less sensitive to changes in $S_p$. Therefore, $S_n$ is considered to be similar to $S_p$, and the same values are used in the model for both recombination velocities.

The perimeter recombination fraction is generally not computed in dark curve analysis, but it can account for a large fraction of the dark current of small solar cells, such as the cells applied in CPV systems and the here studied $0.5 \times 0.5$ cm$^2$ devices, for which the perimeter-to-area ratio (P/A) is large.\textsuperscript{38,39} In contrast to the other saturation current densities, $J_{\text{perim}}$ is difficult to predict, since it can vary largely as a function of the quality of the technique that defines the solar cell area (such as the used MESA etchants). In large area cells, however, $J_{02}$ is likely to be mostly limited by $J_{0,\text{SCR}}$.

The expected increase in photon recycling due to the increased rear reflectance of the solar cells will only reduce $J_{0,\text{rad}}$ (and therefore reduce $J_{01}$). In Table 3, it is shown that, while there is a consistent decrease in $J_{01}$ with the reduction of $C$, for the cells with structures A and B, there is no significant difference between the dark parameters of the two rear side configurations from structure C, confirming the small variation of $f_{\text{PR}}$ for these samples. The difference in $J_{01}$ observed between the different sized cells from structure C is due to the increase in $f_{\text{PR}}$ granted by the reduced $C$ in the $1.0 \times 1.0$ cm$^2$ cells. $J_{0,\text{diff}}$ on the other hand, is limited by the quality of the hetero-interfaces.\textsuperscript{10,30} so in order to fully benefit from the increase in photon recycling, it is important that $J_{0,\text{rad}}$ dominates the dark curve at $V \approx V_{\text{oc}}$, and therefore $J_{0,\text{diff}}$ and $J_{0,\text{perim}}$ should be as low as possible.

The dark characteristics components of the $0.5 \times 0.5$ cm$^2$ solar cells with $C_r = 100\%$ from epi-structures B and C are shown in Figure 8AB, respectively. These curves show that, in both structures, $J_{0,\text{diff}}$ is much higher than $J_{0,\text{SCR}}$, dominating the dark curve at lower voltages. Furthermore, $J_{0,\text{diff}}$ is larger than $J_{0,\text{rad}}$ even for the cells with $C_r = 100\%$, due to $S_p$ and $S_n$ values of approximately $4 \times 10^2$ cm/s. This indicates that the interface and perimeter recombination are limiting the $\eta_{\text{int}}$ value of these solar cells, and need to be addressed for a successful production of high efficiency devices. The modeled dark curve of the $1.0 \times 1.0$ cm$^2$ cell with AlGaAs contact layer (epi-structure C) with $C_r = 100\%$ is shown in Figure 8C. The $J_{02}$ values are lower for these cells than for the $0.5 \times 0.5$ cm$^2$ cells, as a result of the lower impact of the perimeter recombination on the device performance, which is clearly visible in Figure 8C. Though lower, also for the $1.0 \times 1.0$ cm$^2$ cells $J_{0,\text{perim}}$ is higher than $J_{0,\text{SCR}}$, indicating that the performance of the devices would benefit from applying a passivation technique.\textsuperscript{40,41}

Also for the $1.0 \times 1.0$ cm$^2$ cells from structure C, $J_{0,\text{diff}} > J_{0,\text{rad}}$, but $J_{0,\text{rad}}$ is slightly lower than for the cells from structures A and B, due to the higher photon recycling factor. The fact that $S_{\text{pol}}$ is comparable ($\approx 4 \times 10^3$ cm/s) in all fabricated structures causes all the structures to have similar $J_{0,\text{diff}}$, and therefore, despite the increased $f_{\text{PR}}$ of samples from structure C, the decrease in $J_{01}$ is small. The nonnegligible $S_{\text{pol}}$ values indicate a suboptimal passivation from the window and BSF layers, most likely due to a lower epi-layer quality at the hetero-interfaces, and therefore, achieving high quality interface passivation is one of the most important guidelines towards the fabrication of solar cells that can fully benefit from an efficient photon recycling. Furthermore, for applications such as concentration systems, in which cells are often required to have small dimensions, the
use of a perimeter passivation technique must be considered in order to overcome the limitations imposed by perimeter recombination.

The expected electrical performance from a solar cell as depicted in Figure 8D is shown in Figure 9 (solid red lines), excluding the effect of parasitic resistances. It is shown that, by attenuating the effects of interface and perimeter recombination from the $1.0 \times 1.0 \text{ cm}^2$ cell with structure C, a maximum $V_{oc} = 1.095 \text{ V}$ can be achieved. By further improving the cells optical design, with the application of a front grid with $C_r = 1.5\%$ and Ag back contacts, the curves shown as dashed lines in Figure 9 can be expected. These two simulated structures differ mainly in $f_{PR}$, and the optical improvements applied to structure C do not alter the absorption of light by the semiconductor, as observed by the minor difference between the two simulated EQE curves. The superior $J_{sc}$ obtained by the structure with improved
contacts is, therefore, mainly due to the reduced shadow losses on the front grid. By applying these suggested design changes to the cells of this particular structure, a maximum $V_{oc} = 1.103$ V can be achieved.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

The present study further develops a technique of patterning the bottom contact layer of single junction thin-film GaAs solar cells previously shown in the literature, and the reported sudden decrease in FF for rear coverages lower than 10% is no longer observed. The production of functional devices with rear contact coverages as low as 1.5% was achieved, and the produced cells show a direct correlation between total bottom reflectance and solar cell performance.

With the rear contact no longer limiting the cells efficiency, it was possible to pinpoint the performance limiting mechanisms of these solar cells. Using optical and electrical modelling, it was demonstrated that the front grid coverage, usually disregarded in rear mirror focused studies, considerably reduces the photon recycling probability, and therefore limits the maximum open circuit voltage that the devices can achieve. This effect can be attenuated by applying a minimal front grid coverage or, more suitably for small cell areas, by reducing the thickness of the front contact layer.

Furthermore, perimeter and interface recombination were identified as limiting factors for the internal radiative efficiency of the solar cells, preventing further increase of the open circuit voltage as a result of improvements to the rear mirror reflectance. The perimeter recombination contribution to the dark current can be reduced by the production of larger area cells, but for the devices with P/A = 4 cm$^{-1}$ evaluated in this study, $J_{0per}$ is still dominating the dark curve at lower voltages. In addition, a reduction of at least one order of magnitude of the surface recombination velocity at the front and rear interfaces is required in order to sufficiently decrease the surface recombination dark current component, enabling a significant benefit of increased photon recycling probability to the solar cell performance. If the effects of perimeter and interface recombination are minimized, and optimized front and back contacts are applied, an open circuit voltage of 1.103 V can be achieved by solar cells with the specific structure used in this study.
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